Humanscale’s BEAM Handprint Program helps companies reduce the amount of office equipment and materials wasted in change management projects.

Product waste contributes to more than 200 million tons of construction waste annually. This type of waste leads to greenhouse gas emissions from the production of new raw material and from decomposition in landfills. By providing alternatives to landfill disposal, we can ultimately extend the useful life of products, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce end-user expenses.

**With the ability to handle one-off projects or ongoing enterprise-wide programs, Humanscale’s BEAM Handprint Program can mitigate the stress and waste of removing materials. Here’s what we can help you accomplish:**

**RESPONSIBLY IDENTIFY WASTE AND SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES**

By working with clients ahead of time to understand upcoming remodels, rebuilds, and refreshes, we will be able to help identify large material that will have to be disposed. This disposal already contributes a cost to the project but is not usually realized until it’s too late.

**CONNECT END-USERS WITH CAPABLE VENDORS**

We have developed a network of turnkey material management services who will provide the best options for material resale, donation, and recycling. They will additionally provide all labor and delivery of equipment and material.

**BUILD POSITIVE PRESS THROUGH WASTE DIVERSION**

Once material is removed, each vendor will detail the respective end use of the products (resale, donation, recycling, landfill), the amount of money saved in disposal through these efforts, and greenhouse gases avoided. They will then provide the necessary materials for companies to report their positive contribution to their customers.

**GET STARTED**

Contact your Humanscale representative or email betterworld@humanscale.com to connect with a vendor that will generate savings and sustainability wins for your organization!